Speaker Fact Sheet
Chesapeake PDC: April 15th 2021
TOPIC: Crane Safety
SPEAKER: Mr. Guy Campion, MS, CSP, CHST, REP
THREE LEARNING OBJECTIVES: (at least)
1.
2.
3.
4.

What to look for in a complete and correct crane plan
Which Documentation and Certifications are critical?
What should be done the day the crane shows up?
Deciding if a 3rd party crane inspection is a good idea.

DESCRIPTION OF PRESENTATION: (min, 2-3 sentences)
Case studies from actual events. Prevention, evaluation and control. …
300 Ton crane fails during the boom lift with extended jib. The crane was inspected after assembly was
completed. What could possibly go wrong? Crane failures are often catastrophic events, good planning
helped prevent loss of life and limited property damage to the crane itself, but it was a million-dollar
mistake by a 20 year experienced operator.
The learning objectives will be discussed and during the 3rd objective the case study will be discussed
and incorporated into the interactive discussion.
SPEAKER TITLE AND EMPLOYER: (as you wish it to be displayed)
Guy Campion, MS, CSP, CHST,
Ctgroup EHS.
SPEAKER BIO: (paragraph)
Mr. Campion has been involved in the Industrial Hygiene/Environmental/Safety consulting industry for
30 years after his initial departure from the Active Army as a Chemical & Biological Warfare Officer in
the late 1980’s. His career has spanned 33 years of military duties both active and reserve in a number
of assignments from special details, staffing, and multiple commands with 5 Combat tours in Bosnia,
Iraq, and Afghanistan, retiring at the rank of Colonel. During this same period, he has worked for a
consulting company, started a partnership, then later created his own company of near 20 years. He has
served as consultant to banks helping create environmental policies after the mortgage crisis of 2007/8,
Subject matter expert and material fact witness for various litigation firms nationally, and most recently
serving as the Site Safety and Health Officer for a $Billion 800,000 sf secure facility with a 8 person
safety staff overseeing 600 workers.
SPEAKER EMAIL:
guyc@ctgroupenvironmental.com

